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KEYBOARD WITH GESTURE-REDUNDANT
KEYS REMOVED

[0007]

In one aspect, a keyboard is provided, in which the

keyboard includes alphabetic keys and numeric keys in a
same-sized or substantially same-sized touch-sensitive area

BACKGROUND

[0001] Finger or stylus-operated graphical touch-screen
keyboards (sometimes referred to as virtual keyboards and

digital keyboards) present some challenging design prob
lems, especially on small form-factors such as a mobile
phone. The small form factor means that screen real-estate is

limited, especially when using a graphical keyboard, because
the keyboard and application are competing for screen real
estate.

[0002]

From the perspective of the keyboard, the designer

is confronted by a number of tradeoffs. For a given footprint,
the designer has to make a choice between more but smaller

keys, or fewer but bigger keys. Having more keys on a key
board means less expensive hopping/time-consuming navi

gation from one graphical keyboard (e.g., the primary) to
another graphical keyboard (e.g., the secondary or tertiary
keyboard character sets and so on). However the potential to
reduce the size of the keys in order to present the additional

keys from other keyboards is very limited, because the
smaller the keys, the harder it is for users to accurately tap the
desired key in a timely manner.
[0003] As a result, the keys can only be shrunk to a reason

able size, whereby designs typically resort to limiting the
number of keys available at any one time, and employing a

multiple-keyboard strategy. Moving from keyboard to key
board imposes extra burden on the user, in terms of time

motion (i.e., hand movement and keystrokes to navigate from
one to the other) as well as cognitive (i.e., remembering where
characters are located and/or searching for them). There is

additional cognitive load imposed by the disruption of ?ow
and disruption in the context, and the associated need to
assimilate the new menuias well as the cost of switching

back to the standard keyboard when ?nished.
[0004]

Thus, access to the full character set comes at the

cost of user overhead in switching from keyboard to key

board, knowing (or hunting for) which keyboard contains the

relative to a different keyboard that includes alphabetic keys
and does not include numeric keys, and in which the keyboard
and the different keyboard have same-sized or substantially

same-sized alphabetic keys. The keyboard is provided by
removing one or more keys from the keyboard that are made

redundant by gesture input.
[0008] In one aspect, there is described receiving data cor
responding to interaction with a key of a keyboard, in which
at least one key represents at least three characters (including

letters, numbers, special characters and/ or commands). If the
data indicates that the interaction represents a ?rst gesture, a

?rst character value is output. If the data indicates that the
interaction represents a second gesture (that is different from
the ?rst gesture), a second character value is output. If the data
indicates that the interaction represents a tap, a tap-related

character value represented by the key may be output.
[0009] Other advantages may become apparent from the
following detailed description when taken in conjunction
with the drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The present invention is illustrated by way of
example and not limited in the accompanying ?gures in
which like reference numerals indicate similar elements and
in which:

[0011] FIG. 1 is a block diagram including components
con?gured to provide a keyboard with gesture-redundant
keys removed and capable of having a virtual touchpad,
according to one example embodiment.
[0012] FIG. 2 is a representation of a keyboard with ges

ture-redundant keys removed, according to one example
embodiment.
[0013] FIG. 3 is a representation ofthe keyboard of FIG. 2

showing how gestures that replace the removed keys may be
used, according to one example embodiment

character or characters needed to be entered, and the disrup

[0014]

tion of attention and working memory imposed by switching

or more keys may have represent more than two available

contexts. As one example, there are four separate graphical

FIG. 4 is a representation of a keyboard in which one

characters, with a tap and different gestures differentiating
among the available characters, according to one example

keyboards used in one mobile smartphone device, including a
main alphabetic keyboard, an emoticon keyboard, a ?rst
numeric/special character keyboard and a second numeric/

embodiment.
[0015] FIGS. 5A and 5B are representations of a graphical

special character keyboard.

keyboard with gesture-redundant keys removed, in which
only some keys change to provide different characters,

SUMMARY

[0005] This Summary is provided to introduce a selection
of representative concepts in a simpli?ed form that are further

described below in the Detailed Description. This Summary
is not intended to identify key features or essential features of
the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used in any
way that would limit the scope of the claimed subject matter.

[0006]

Brie?y, various aspects of the subject matter

described herein are directed towards a technology in which
a graphical or printed keyboard is provided on a touch-sensi

tive surface at which tap input and gesture input is received.
The keyboard is con?gured with a removed key set compris
ing at least one removed or substantially removed key, in
which each key of the removed key set corresponds to a
character, action, or command code that is enterable via a

gesture.

according to one example embodiment.
[0016] FIG. 6 is a representation of a graphical keyboard in
which emoticon characters may be made available by inter
action with another keyboard, according to one example
embodiment.
[0017] FIG. 7 is a representation of an alternative keyboard
in which one or more keys may represent more than two

available characters, with a tap and different gestures differ
entiating among the available characters, according to one

example embodiment.
[0018]

FIG. 8 is a representation of a keyboard with ges

ture-redundant keys removed, in which different gesture
regions are provided, according to one example embodiment.
[0019]

FIG. 9 is a representation of a keyboard with a

virtual touchpad for editing provided, including cursor keys
for cursor movement, according to one example embodiment.
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[0020]

FIG. 10 is a representation of a keyboard with a

virtual touchpad for editing provided, including a pointer
entry area, according to one example embodiment.
[0021] FIGS. 11 and 12 comprise a ?ow diagram showing
how various tap and gesture input may be handled on key
boards, according to one example embodiment.
[0022] FIGS. 13 and 14 are representation of alternative
keyboards in which one or more keys may represent more

than two available characters, with a tap and different ges

tures differentiating among the available characters, accord
ing to one example embodiment.
[0023] FIG. 15 is a block diagram representing an example
computing environment, in the example of a computing
device, into which aspects of the subject matter described
herein may be incorporated
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024]

Various aspects of the technology described herein

are generally directed towards a touch-sensitive graphical or

printed keyboard technology in which gestures replace cer
tain keys on the keyboard, e.g., those that are made unneces

sary (that is, made otherwise redundant) by the gestures. The
removal of otherwise redundant keys allows providing more
keys on the provided keyboard in the same touch-sensitive
real estate, providing larger keys in the same touch-sensitive
real estate, and/ or reducing the amount of touch-sensitive real
estate consumed by the keyboard. Note that as used herein, a

in addition to those exempli?ed hereiniwill bene?t from the
technology described herein. Different gestures other than
and/or in addition to one or more of those exempli?ed also

may be used; further, the gestures may be “air” gestures, not
necessarily on a touch-sensitive surface, such as sensed by a

KinectTM device or the like. As another example, ?nger input
is generally described, however a mechanical intermediary
such as a plastic stick/stylus or a capacitive pen that is basi
cally indistinguishable from a ?nger, or a battery-powered or

inductively coupled stylus that can be distinguished from the
?nger are some of the possible alternatives that may be used;
moreover the input may be re?ned, (e. g., hover feedback may
be received for the gestural commands superimposed on the
keys), and/ or different length and/ or accuracy constraints
may be applied on the stroke gesture depending on whether a
pen or ?nger is known to be performing the interaction (which

may be detected by contact area). As such, the present inven
tion is not limited to any particular embodiments, aspects,
concepts, structures, functionalities or examples described
herein. Rather, any of the embodiments, aspects, concepts,
structures, functionalities or examples described herein are

non-limiting, and the present invention may be used various
ways that provide bene?ts and advantages in computers and

keyboard and gesture technology in general.
[0028]

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram in which a mobile

device 102 runs an active program 104 for which a graphical

sensitive display surface, and can therefore pro grammatically
change its appearance. A “printed” keyboard is one associ

or printed keyboard 106 is presented to facilitate user input.
Note that the program 104 and keyboard 106 may occupy all
of or almost all of the entire touch-sensitive area, and thus
FIG. 1 is not intended to represent any physical scale, size or

ated with a pressure sensitive surface or the like (e.g., built
into the cover of a slate computing device) that is not pro

The touch sensitive area may be of any type, including multi

“graphical” keyboard is one that is rendered on a touch

orientation of the various components represented therein.

grammatically changeable in appearance, e.g., a keyboard

touch and/or pen touch. The touch sensitive area may be a

printed, embossed, physically overlaid as a template or oth

touch sensitive screen, or a pressure/capacitive or other sen

erwise a?ixed or part of a pressure sensitive surface. As will

sor beneath a printed keyboard.

be understood, the keyboards described herein generally may
be either graphical keyboards or printed keyboards, except for

those graphical keyboards that programmatically change in

[0029] In general, radial, or “marking” menus provide for
conventional tapping on the keyboard 1 06 to be augmented by
the use of gestures, such as simple strokes (comprising

appearance.
[0025] Another aspect is directed towards the use of addi

received in the same area. Typically taps versus strokes may

detected ?nger or pen movement in one general direction),

tional gestures to allow a single displayed key to represent
multiple characters, e.g., three or four. As used herein, “char

be distinguished by a minimum time of ?nger or stylus con

acter” refers to anything that may be entered into a system via

or other input mechanism (e. g., stylus). This is generally
because “taps” may inadvertently slide a little bit, and thus

tact and/ or a threshold on a total distance moved by the ?nger

a key, including alphabetic characters, numeric characters,
symbols, special characters, and commands. For example, a

very short strokes are treated as taps in one implementation.

key may display one character for a “tap” input, and three

Further, long strokes may return to (near) the starting point.

characters for three differentiated upward gestures, namely

This reverse gesture may be used as a way to “cancel” a stroke

one for a generally upward-left gesture, one for a generally

gesture.

gesture in progress in one implementation, before the ?nger
or other input mechanism is lifted. In this situation, no input
to the buffer occurs (i.e. these are neither taps nor gestures).

[0026] Another aspect is directed towards providing a vir
tual touchpad or the like that facilitates text editing. A gesture

and decide to not used the shifted key; the user may stroke

may be used to invoke the virtual touchpad and enter an
editing mode. The gesture may be the same as another, exist

downward around the initial position of the touch (e.g., with
out having lifted the ?nger) and then release the ?nger. This

ing gesture, with the two similar/like gestures distinguished

reverse gesture may output the lowercase character; note that
the current state displayed on the key may re?ect the state
(e.g., to show a shifted character when the ?nger is above the

straight up gesture, and one for a generally upward-right

by their starting locations on the keyboard, or gestures that
cross the surface boundary (bezel) for example.
[0027] It should be understood that any of the examples
herein are non-limiting. For instance, the keyboards and ges
tures exempli?ed herein are only for purposes of illustration;
other keys made redundant by other gestures may be
removed, and/ or not all those shown herein need be removed.

Different keyboard layouts4or different device dimensions,
physical form factors, and/ or device usage postures or grips,

Similarly, a user may initiate a shift with a gesture up on a key

key beyond a certain threshold, and the lowercase character
when the ?nger is close to the initial position).
[0030] In one implementation, tapping on any alphabetic
key of the keyboard 106 outputs the lower-case character
associated with that key, whereas an upward stroke initiated
on the same key results in the shifted value (e.g., uppercase)
of the associated character being output, thus avoiding the
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need for a separate tap on a Shift key. A stroke to the right

tab or option, and a keyboard with some or all of these keys

initiated anywhere on the keyboard 106 outputs a Space.
Likewise, a stroke to the left, initiated anywhere on the key
board 106 outputs a Backspace, while one slanting down to

removed being another tab or option, per user preference. As

the left (e.g., initiated anywhere on the keyboard 106) outputs
Enter. In some embodiments, the standard stroke gestures are

enabled on the central cluster of alphanumeric characters,
whereas one or more peripheral keys (e. g. speci?c keys, such

used herein, “remove” and its variants such as “removal” or

“removing” refer to actual removal or substantial removal.)
[0037] As can be seen, via the removal, numerical/special
characters may be substituted, e. g., the top row of the standard

as backspace or Ctrl, or speci?c regions, such as a numeric

QWERTY keyboard (the digits one through nine and zero, as
well as the shifted characters above them) is provided in the
space freed up by removing the redundant keys. In one imple

keypad or touch-pad area for cursor control (if any), may have

mentation, employing the uppercase and lowercase symbols

different or just partially overlapping stroke gestures assigned
to them, including no gestures at all, e.g. in the case of cursor

control from a touchpad starting region as exempli?ed
below). Thus, the stroke menus may be spatially multiplexed
(e. g., potentially different from some keys, or for certain sets

of the added keys moves a total of twenty-six characters to the
primary keyboard from a secondary one. Note that other
characters that appear on a physical QWERTY keyboard also

appear to the right and lower left. By removing the Space,

Enter, Shift and Backspace keys, this keyboard provides far

of keys). Also, keys near the keyboard edge, where gestures in

more characters while consuming the same touch-sensitive

certain directions may not be possible due to lack of space

surface real estate and having the same size of keys, for
example, as other keyboards with far less characters. The

(e. g. a right stroke from a key on the right edge of the surface),
whereby the user may start a gesture more from the center to

immediate access to those common characters that this

enter the input.
[0031] Note that gestures also may be used to input other
non-character actions (not only backspace), such as user
interface commands in general (e. g., Prev/Next ?elds in form
?lling, Go commands, Search commands, and so forth) which
sometimes have representations on soft keyboards. Still fur
ther, richer or more general commands (such as Cut/Copy/
Paste) may also be entered by gestures, macros may be
invoked by gestures, and so forth.
[0032] To this end, as shown in FIG. 1, tap/gesture handling
logic 108 determines what key was tapped (block 110) or
what key (e.g., shift of a character, space, backspace or enter)

mechanism provides produces a very signi?cant increase in
text entry speed, and reduces complexity.
[0038] The increase in entry speed may be accomplished

was intended to be entered via a gesture (block 112). The
character’s code is then entered into a buffer 114 for con

sumption by the active program 104.
[0033]

Note that gestures are generally based upon North

South-East-West (N SEW) directions of the displayed key
board. However, the NSEW axis may be rotated an amount (in

opposite, mirrored directions), particularly for thumb-based
gestures, because users intending to gesture up with the right
thumb actually tend to gesture more NE or NNE; similarly the
left thumb tends to gesture more NW or NNW.

[0034] Further, as described herein, the tap or gesture han
dling logic 108 provides a user with a mechanism for entering
an edit mode in which a virtual editing touchpad 116 or the
like is made available to the user, along with a mechanism for

exiting the edit mode. As also described herein, taps, move
ments and gestures on the virtual editing touchpad 116 are
handled by a touchpad manager 118 and may result in char
acter values and/or pointer events entered into the buffer 114.

Note that in another implementation, a touchpad is always
visible (at least for one associated keyboard), and there is no
need to switch modes.
[0035] Because of the ability to use gestures for certain

without changing the size of the keys or the amount of real

estate consumed by the keyboard. Furthermore, the technol
ogy reduces or even eliminates the frequency of shifting from

one graphical keyboard to another, while building on existing
user skills rather than requiring a signi?cant user investment
in learning new ones. Users may start to bene?t virtually

immediately.
[0039]

FIG. 3 is a representation of how the exempli?ed

tap-plus-stroke graphical or printed keyboard 222 works,
with dashed arrows representing possible user gestures. Note
that more elaborate gestures may be detected and used, how
ever gestures in the form of simple strokes su?ice, and are
intuitive and easy for users to remember once learned. In

some embodiments, the length of the stroke may also be taken
into account (e.g. a very short stroke is treated as a tap, a

normal length stroke to the left is treated as Backspace, and a
longer stroke to the left is treated as a Delete Previous Word or
Select Previous Word command.

[0040] In FIG. 3, any key that is tapped (contacted and
lifted off) behaves like any other touch keyboard. That is,
tapping gives the character or function (typically indicated by
the symbol represented on the displayed key) of the key
tapped. Thus, on this keyboard, if the “a” key is tapped, a
lower-case a results.

[0041] In another embodiment, a gesture may be used to
initiate an action, with a holding action after initiation being
used to enter a control state. For example, a stroke left when
lifted may be recognized as a backspace, whereas the same

keys, those keys become unnecessary/otherwise redundant

stroke, but followed by holding the end position of the stroke
instead of lifting, initiates an auto-repeat backspace. Moving
left after this point may be used to speed up auto-repeat.

for entering their corresponding characters. Described herein
is the removal of those keys from the keyboard, thus provid

Moving right may be used to slow down the auto -repeat, and
potentially reverse the auto-repeat to replace deleted charac

ing a number of bene?ts.

ters.

[0036] FIG. 2 shows a tap-plus-stroke QWERTY graphical
or printed keyboard 222 with removed Space, Backspace,

[0042] The arrow labeled 331 shows how an upward stroke
gesture is processed into a shift version of the character. That
is, instead of the user tapping, if the user does an upward
stroke, the shifted version of that character results. In the
example of FIG. 3, if the “d” key is contacted followed by an
upward stroke (instead of a direct lifting of the ?nger or
stylus) as indicated by arrow 331, an uppercase “D” results.

Shift and Enter keys. (Note that an alternative to actual com
plete removal/ elimination is to have one or more keys signi?

cantly reduced in size and/or combined onto a single key, that
is, substantial removal of those keys. Likewise, this may refer
to a standard keyboard (with all keys) being available as on
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[0043]

Note that in an alternative embodiment, (or in the

same implementation but from a certain starting area), a
generic upward gesture may be used to engage a shift state for

the entire keyboard (rather than requiring a targeted gesture to

produce the shift character). This helps with edge gesture
detection where users need to gesture from the bottom row of

keys (which may inadvertently invoke other functionality).
Also, an upward gesture with two ?ngers instead of one (and
initiated anywhere on the keyboard) may cause a Caps Lock
instead of Shift (and a downward gesture with two ?ngers
down may restore the default state). Instead of a two-?nger

gesture, a single ?nger gesture made while another ?nger is
pressing on the keyboard may be interpreted to have a differ
ent meaning from a similar single-?nger gesture.
[0044] In one example implementation, if a user touches
anywhere on the keyboard and does a stroke to the right, a
Space character results. This is illustrated by arrow 332 in
FIG. 3 . A left stroke represents a Backspace; that is, if the user
touches anywhere on the keyboard and does a stroke to the
left, he or she indicates a Backspace, which thereby deletes

any previous character entered. This is illustrated by arrow
333 in FIG. 3. A downward-left stroke provides an Enter (or
Return) entry; that is, it the user touches anywhere on the
keyboard and does a downward stroke to the left, an “Enter”

key results, as represented by the arrow 334. Threshold angles

(left stroke) with the right thumb, which has been found to
encourage an ef?cient typing rhythm.
[0047]

Thus, the technology described herein increases text

entry speed, and unlike previous implementations, makes the
new gesture technique very discoverable. As described

herein, keys from the keyboard that are made redundant by
the strokes are removed. Doing so enables freeing up valuable
screen or surface real-estate used for other keys, e.g., by
removing an entire row from the keyboard. However, what
remains is still immediately recognizable as a QWERTY
keyboard. Any missing keys are quickly noticed as soon as
one wants to use them, which facilitates discoverability of the

new technique. For example, via a HELP key/HELP key
combination/HELP gesture or other referenced ways to

facilitate discovery, the gestures (e.g., single strokes) are
explained are almost immediately remembered, thereby
enabling the user to use the keyboard productively. Further,
context may be used to explain the gestures; for example, if
the system knows that a user has never used the new keyboard

and there is a long pause before an expected space character,
the system may conclude that the user is most likely looking
for the space key, thus triggering a visual explanation for the

space gesture, (and possibly explaining other available ges
tures too at the same time).

and the like can be used to differentiate user intent, e.g., to

[0048]

differentiate whether a leftward and only slightly downward

menu count, the technology described herein also may elimi

Turning to aspects of reducing key count and/or

stroke is more likely a Backspace or an Enter stroke. In one

nate duplicated keys, as there are some characters that con

implementation, for some or all of the gestures, the user can

ventionally appear on more than one keyboard. For example,
the ten digits often appear on multiple numeric keyboards, as
do the period “.” and comma “,” characters. Duplicates of
such keys may be eliminated. This may be used to signi?
cantly reduce the number of overall keys needed by a system,
while still supporting all of the keys and functions of the
current keyboard. Furthermore, in so doing, the number and/

release outside of the displayed keyboard as long as the ges
ture was initiated inside the keyboard.

[0045]

Note that because the SPACE, BACKSPACE and

ENTER strokes can be initiated anywhere on the keyboard,
which is a large target, and that their direction is both easy to
articulate and has strong mnemonic value, they can be articu

lated using an open-loop ballistic action (ballistic gestures not
requiring any ?ne motor control), rather than a closed-loop
attentive key press. The result is an easy-to-leam way to
signi?cantly increase text entry rates. Thus, also described

herein is improving the overall performance of entering

or size of any secondary, tertiary (and/or other) keyboards
may be reduced, or the secondary, tertiary (and/or other)
keyboards may be eliminated because they are no longer
necessary.

alphanumeric text with a keyboard. The technique achieves

[0049] FIG. 4 shows an implementation in which up to
three, rather than one, upper-case characters (including sym

improvements by signi?cantly reducing the number of key

bols and commands or the like) are added to the certain keys

strokes required to enter almost any character string, and also

of a keyboard 440, resulting in up to four characters per key;

signi?cantly reduces the need to move back-and-forth

(note that the example reduced keyboard of FIG. 4 has only

between the primary QWERTY keyboard and secondary key
boards with special characters. Avoiding switching key

ten columns, which may make it more appropriate for portrait

boards not only increases performance because there is no
need to tap on a dedicated key, but also because it avoids the

visual parsing of the keyboard layout for every switch. The
size of the QWERTY keyboard may be unchanged, as may be
the size of the keys.

[0046] Furthermore, the technique is designed to build
upon existing skills, such as familiarity with the QWERTY
layout. The technique is easily discoverable, can be learned in
easily, and unlike other techniques, (which can enable far
faster speeds than the technique proposed, but only for rela
tively very few users), this technique bene?ts users almost
immediately. Example ways to facilitate discovery are
described in US. Pat. No. 8,196,042, and US. published
patent applications nos. 20090187824 and 20120240043.
Such assistance may illustrate the gestures, as well as particu

lar manual strategies for articulating them, such as entering
the space (right stroke) with the left thumb, and the backspace

mode input). For example, the three upward strokes, North
West (arrow 441), North (arrow 442), and North-East (arrow
443) may be used to distinguish among which of the three
upper-case characters is selected. The North character (e.g.,

the asterisk “*”) may be the character normally coupled with
the associated lower-case character on standard QWERTY

keyboards, and is displayed as positioned between the other
two stroke-shifted characters. Hence, the general direction of
the upward stroke corresponds to the position of the character
selected, (with North-West stroke selecting the left stroke
shifted character plus “ ”+”, and North-East the right stroke
shifted character minus “—”). Note that in this example some
keys such as the “4” key still have room for one or two more

characters. In other implementations, there may be more ges

tures per key (thus having more characters per key), and/or
more gestures that can be initiated anywhere on the keyboard.

[0050]

Note that two (or more) simultaneous ?nger ges

tures may be used with such a three (or more) character key.

